
Friends of the 7 Acts of Change                                                                              #ChangeisComing 

Dear Partner, 
 
The killings of George Floyd and too many others at the hands of police, coupled with the ongoing 
and disproportionate impact of COVID-19 on communities of color has sparked a new reckoning on 
racism in America. As public health professionals and concerned community partners, we feel we 
have a unique opportunity to call on CDC to send a powerful message to the nation by declaring 
racism a public health threat in this country.  
 
But before CDC can take on the mantle of being a national leader in the fight against racism, the 
agency first has to do the hard work of addressing the systemic racism within its own walls.  
 
In early July, and in light of global calls for an end to racial injustice, employees of CDC sent a letter 
asking CDC Director, Dr. Redfield and agency leadership to take direct action to address the 
widespread racial bias and discrimination – both overt and implicit – that so many Black and brown 
employees face every day.  
 
Even now, in the midst of a national outcry to address racial injustices, leadership has yet to propose 
any concrete or definitive actions to help reduce the impact of racism in the country or the agency.  
 
While this is an issue of humanity and dignity for the men and women who have dedicated their lives 
to public health, it is also an issue of national health. Ongoing racism and discrimination within CDC 
rob the agency of a wealth and diversity of talent and perspectives which undermines CDC’s ability 
to effectively fulfill its core mission to keep Americans safe and healthy. Never has this mission been 
more critical as the nation battles a deadly pandemic which communities of color are bearing the 
brunt of – but which affects us all. 
 
In the letter, CDC employees have delineated key areas of focus with corresponding short and long-
term milestones. In less than two weeks, more than 1500 employees have signed the letter in 
support of the 7 asks and this number is growing daily. But CDC employees can’t do this alone. 
 
As dedicated public health professionals, we are calling on the broader public health community – 
and all who stand for racial justice - to join this call for change. External partners have launched a 
website: www.FriendsOfThe7Acts.org that will serve as a portal where you can join the hundreds 
of others who are lending their voice. Here are some specific actions you can take: 
 

1. Sign the letter: Express your solidarity by signing the attached letter calling for CDC to 
declare racism a public health threat and end racial discrimination within its own walls. 
  

2. Spread the word: Share the letter broadly across your networks – on your listservs, social 
media, organizations, associations and other media platforms. 
  

3. Add your voice: Draft a statement of support and share publicly – we have attached some 
talking points for your consideration – to make it easy for you to cut, paste and share. 
 

4. Speak out: Volunteer to speak publicly – either to the media or on digital platforms –  about 
your experiences, given limitations for existing employees. 

 
The time for change is now. We thank you for your support!  
 
Sincerely, 
 
__________________________________________ 
#ChangeisComing 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1F0kUFtyjjm7F93jbwyjyS1E-bvPktiBrqwP2xCZh8CQ/edit?usp=sharing
http://www.friendsofthe7acts.org/
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1F0kUFtyjjm7F93jbwyjyS1E-bvPktiBrqwP2xCZh8CQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.friendsofthe7acts.org/7-acts-of-change-infographic-2/
https://www.friendsofthe7acts.org/7-acts-of-change-infographic-2/
mailto:committee@7ActsofChange.com


Partner Talking Points  
 
Purpose: These talking points are to be used by partners to educate and engage other 
partners and external organizations in the 7 Acts of Change movement   
  
Message 1: Concerned community partners and former CDC employees are joining forces 
with CDC staff calling on the agency to declare racism a public health crisis and end 
systemic racism within its walls 
 

• The killings of George Floyd and many others at the hands of police, coupled with the 
ongoing and disproportionate impact of COVID-19 on communities of color has sparked a 
new reckoning on racism in America. 

 

• As public health professionals, invested partners and/or former employees at the nation’s 
leading public health agency, we feel we have a unique opportunity to call on CDC to send a 
powerful message to the nation by declaring racism a public health threat in this country.  

 

• We also believe that before CDC can stand up as a national leader in the fight against 
racism, the agency has to do the hard work of addressing the systemic racism within its own 
walls.  
 

• Employees of CDC, of all races, ethnicities and position, have sent a letter asking the agency 
to take direct action to address the widespread racial bias and discrimination – both overt 
and implicit – that many of its Black and brown employees face every day. 
 

• More than 1500 employees from across the agency have signed the letter to date. And these 
numbers are growing.   

 
 
Message 2: Employees cite exclusion, under-representation and an oppressive environment 
of bias and racism 
 

• Black employees continue to be shockingly under-represented at the senior levels of CDC 
leadership. For example, African Americans fill only 2 of 30 of the agency’s senior leadership 
positions and make up a mere 6 percent of the most recent EIS class, a program which often 
serves as pipeline for the agency’s future leaders.  

 

• Internally, there have been years of underfunded and marginalized diversity and inclusion 
efforts but little action otherwise.  
 

• Even now, in the midst of a national outcry to address racism and racial injustices, leadership 
has yet to propose any concrete or definitive actions to contribute to reducing the impacts of 
racism in the country or within the agency.  

 
 
Message 3: Employees are calling on CDC leaders to take direct action in 7 key areas 
 

• A group of employees started the call for change by sending a letter asking CDC Director 
Robert Redfield and other senior leaders within the agency for immediate, specific, and 
measurable, action in 7 key areas:  

 
1. Declare racism a public health crisis in the United States 



 

2. Increase Black representation among senior leadership and diversify the talent 

pipeline for future leaders  

 

3. Acknowledge and take immediate, direct action to address CDC’s toxic culture of 

exclusion and racial discrimination  

 

4. Dismantle the visible and invisible barriers to career advancement for Black 

employees 

 

5. Implement policy changes that hold our leaders and colleagues accountable for 

measurable change 

 

6. Make implicit bias training and cultural sensitivity education mandatory for all staff 

 
7. Resolve pending EEO cases of racial discrimination 

 
 
Message 4: Systemic racism at the nation’s leading public health agency hurts us all – it 
undermines the agency’s mission to keep all Americans safe 
 

• While this is an issue of humanity and dignity for the men and women who have dedicated 
their lives to public health, it is also an issue of national health.  

 

• The ongoing racism and discrimination within CDC rob the agency of a wealth and diversity 
of talent and perspectives which undermines CDC’s ability to effectively fulfill its goal to keep 
Americans safe and healthy.  

 

• As dedicated public health professionals we can no longer stay silent to the widespread acts 
of racism and discrimination within CDC that are undermining the agency’s core mission.  
 

• Never has this mission been more critical as the nation battles a deadly pandemic – a 
pandemic that has laid bare the stark health inequities within communities of color – but 
affects us all. 

 
 
Message 5: We are calling on CDC to act now and calling on our partners to join us  
 

• All around the world, people are marching, protesting and finally acknowledging the 
structural racism woven into the fabric of our nation’s leading organizations.  
 

• Employees are asking CDC’s leaders to seize this powerful moment, to take action inside 
and outside of the agency’s walls and show that they are listening – for the health of the 
nation and the health of the agency.  

 

• But CDC employees can’t do this alone. They need others to join the fight. They need you. 
 
 

• As dedicated public health professionals, we are calling on the broader public health 
community – and all who stand for racial justice - to join this call for change.  



 

• External partners have launched a website: www.FriendsOfThe7Acts.org that will serve 
as a portal where you can join the hundreds of others who are lending their voice. Here are 
some specific actions you can take: 

 
1. Sign the letter: Express your solidarity by signing the attached letter calling for CDC to 

declare racism a public health crisis and end racial discrimination within its own walls. 
  

2. Spread the word: Share the letter broadly across your networks – on your listservs, 
social media, organizations, associations and other media platforms. 
  

3. Add your voice: Draft a statement of support and share publicly – we have attached 
some talking points for your consideration – to make it easy for you to cut, paste and 
share. 
 

4. Speak out: Volunteer to speak publicly – either to the media or on digital platforms –  
about your experiences, given limitations for existing employees. 

 

• The time for change is now. We can no longer stand silent in the face of systemic racism that 
is undermining our nation’s premier public health agency and our country as a whole.  
 

• We thank you for your support!  
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7 Acts of Change Op-Ed Example 

 

To access the full Op-Ed: 

https://www.buckscountycouriertimes.com/story/opinion/editorials/2020/07/22/another-view-cdc-

employees-take-on-pandemic-of-racism/112697004/ 

 

https://www.buckscountycouriertimes.com/story/opinion/editorials/2020/07/22/another-view-cdc-employees-take-on-pandemic-of-racism/112697004/
https://www.buckscountycouriertimes.com/story/opinion/editorials/2020/07/22/another-view-cdc-employees-take-on-pandemic-of-racism/112697004/


Seven Acts of Change 
In light of the recent calls for justice across this country 
and around the world, we, as dedicated health 
professionals and concerned community partners, stand 
in solidarity with CDC employees and call on CDC to 
declare racism a public health threat and to take 
immediate, specific, and measurable actions in 7 
key areas to address the systemic racism within the 
agency. 

Declare racism a public health 
crisis in the United States 

 

Resolve pending EEO cases of 
racial discrimination 

Dismantle the visible and 
invisible barriers to career 

advancement  
for Black employees 

Move from talk to action: 
implement policy changes that 

hold CDC leaders and  
colleagues accountable for 

measurable change 

Acknowledge and take immediate, 
direct action to address CDC’s 
culture of exclusion and racial 

discrimination 

Make implicit bias training 
and cultural sensitivity 

education mandatory for all 
staff 

Increase Black representation 
among senior leadership and 
diversify the talent pipeline for 

future leaders 

! 

Read the letter  |   Download Infographic  |  Add your voice by: 

Visiting the website at:  https://www.Friendsofthe7Acts.org  

#ChangeisComing 

https://www.friendsofthe7acts.org/
https://www.Friendsofthe7Acts.org


Seven
Acts of
Change7 #ChangeisComing



In light of the recent calls for justice across 
this United States and around the world, 
we, as dedicated public health 
professionals and concerned community 
partners – stand in solidarity with CDC 
employees –  and call on the CDC to 
declare racism a public health threat in 
the U.S. and take immediate, specific, 
and measurable actions in 
7 key areas to address the systemic 
racism within its own walls. 
 7
Friends of the 7 Acts of Change

#ChangeisComing
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Now!

#ChangeisComing



Declare racism a 
public health crisis 
in the United States!

#ChangeisComing



Increase black 
representation among 
senior leadership at 
CDC and diversify the 
talent pipeline for 
future leaders

#ChangeisComing



Acknowledge and take 
immediate, direct 
action to address 
CDC’s culture of 
exclusion & racial 
discrimination

#ChangeisComing



Dismantle the visible 
and invisible barriers 
to career advancement 
for Black CDC 
employees

#ChangeisComing



Move from talk 
to action: implement 
policy changes that hold 
agency leaders and 
colleagues accountable 
for measurable change

#ChangeisComing



Make implicit bias 
training and cultural 
sensitivity 
education mandatory 
for all staff

#ChangeisComing



Resolve pending 
EEO cases of racial 
discrimination

#ChangeisComing



Show us you 
are listening. 
Act Now.

PixelPerfect

#ChangeisComing



Friends of the 7 Acts of Change
Thank you!

#ChangeisComing



I stand in solidarity 
with CDC employees 
and call on CDC to 
declare racism a 
public health crisis in 
the United States 

#ChangeisComing



I stand in solidarity 
with CDC employees 
and call on CDC to end 
systemic racism within 
its walls. 

#ChangeisComing
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